ENTER A NEW ERA OF
DIGITALLY ENABLED
PEOPLE FLOW
KONE MonoSpace® DX
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THE ELEVATOR
EXPERIENCE, REDEFINED
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By adding connectivity to your elevators
you make them smarter and more desirable
– helping you get more value out of every
square metre of your building. New services
enabled by the KONE digital platform
and KONE Partner Ecosystem, as well as
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs),
make everyday life even easier and more
convenient for everyone.

In an increasingly digitalised world, everything
is connected, and elevators are no exception.
The KONE MonoSpace® DX redefines the elevator
experience with connectivity for improved people
flow and a completely new and inspiring user
experience.
DX stands for Digital eXperience, because with
the KONE MonoSpace DX you can create an
experience that really connects – on every level.
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KEY SPECIFICATIONS

API
ready

Connected

Max. load capacity
2,500 kg

Max. speed
3.0 m/s

Max. travel
120 m

Max. floors
48

Max. persons
33

Max. group size
6

Differentiate with a redefined
user experience for tenants and
visitors
Redefine the elevator user experience, bring
your vision to life, and inspire users with
our new car interior designs, functional and
durable materials, direct and indirect lighting,
infotainment features, and user-friendly
signalisation.

Powered by the compact KONE EcoDisc® hoisting
motor, the KONE MonoSpace DX saves valuable
space in your building by completely removing
the need for a machine room.
Whether you’re developing a new building or
replacing the elevator equipment in an existing
one, we have a solution that fits. Contact your
local KONE sales representative to find out more.

Get more value out of every
square metre with connectivity
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Plan for success with
KONE as your partner
Make the right decisions first time and plan
your elevator down to the very last detail
with our next-generation planning tools.
Take advantage of our expert support and
sustainable materials and technologies to
help you achieve green building certifications
and ensure compliance with safety codes and
standards.
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FUTUREPROOF YOUR
BUILDING WITH
CONNECTIVITY
The KONE MonoSpace DX takes our
market-leading eco-efficient elevators
and adds connectivity to make them
smarter and more desirable than
ever before.
Connected people flow means your
elevator solution never stands still
and your building gets better with
every update.
To bring you peace of mind in the
digital world, cybersecurity and privacy
are designed into our digital services
and connections. Monitoring our digital
environments around the clock helps
us take proper care of them for you
now and in the future.

Easy to upgrade
With easy digital integration
and the possibility to upgrade
in the future as your needs
change, you’re all set to add
new connected services as
and when you need them.

Best-in-class
eco-efficiency
Save energy and cut your
building’s carbon footprint
with our eco-efficient hoisting,
lighting, and standby solutions.

WE CHOOSE
SUSTAINABILITY
EVERY DAY.
We understand urbanisation and help our
customers make the best of the world’s cities,
buildings and public spaces, helping you
achieve your sustainability objectives.
We pay special attention to the environmental
aspects of our offering and operations, and
work hard every day to be the most trusted
partner throughout the building life cycle.
We have made ambitious climate pledges
to this end. Together with our customers
and partners, we create better urban
environments for us all.

Sustainability Highlights

A

Space efficiency
Installing everything inside the
elevator shaft frees up space
for more profitable use. When
completely replacing an elevator
we can improve accessibility with
a bigger car and wider-opening
doors – and even reclaim
the machine room as rentable
floor space.

CDP 2020 ‘A’ score
for corporate
sustainability
leadership

14 elevator models
with A class ISO
25745 highest energy
efficiency ratings

EcoVadis
platnium medal
for sustainablity
performance

4 escalators and
autowalks with the
A+++ rating

Set science-based
targets for significant
reductions in
greenhouse has (GHG)
emissions by 2030
Pledged to have
carbon neutral
operations by 2030
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GET MORE VALUE
OUT OF EVERY
SQUARE METRE
WITH CONNECTIVITY
In an increasingly connected world, people
expect more from the spaces where they live and
work. Smart solutions based on connected digital
technologies not only help buildings attract a
premium price, they also help to speed up the
sales or leasing process.
Connectivity enables services such as integrating elevator
status data with the building’s management system for
effortless and more holistic monitoring and troubleshooting,
or allowing people to make elevator calls using their
smartphones or via other devices such as in-home
intercoms.

ADD INNOVATIVE SERVICES
THAT IMPROVE CONVENIENCE
AND COMFORT
KONE MonoSpace DX utilises the KONE digital
platform and secure APIs to connect elevators
with a whole new suite of solutions and services
that make life easier and more convenient
for users.
Take advantage of digital solutions continuously
developed by KONE to improve people flow like
KONE Residential Flow, to make everyday life
easier for residents and KONE 24/7 Connected
Services for peace of mind throughout the
elevator life cycle.
With KONE APIs you also have the freedom
to develop your own smart building solutions,
allowing you to further customise the elevator
experience to meet the needs of your building
and its users.
You can also benefit from solutions and
services developed by the growing number
of partners of the KONE Partner Ecosystem,
which develops solutions that can be integrated
with KONE DX Class elevators.
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DIFFERENTIATE WITH
A REDEFINED USER
EXPERIENCE FOR
TENANTS AND VISITORS
With KONE MonoSpace DX Class elevators you can
harness the power of digitalisation to take the
elevator journey far beyond the ordinary. A whole new
range of car designs, material options, and lighting
and signalisation choices – as well as customisable
digital infotainment solutions and health and wellbeing solutions – adds value to your building.

Anti-stain, anti-fingerprint coating: This
specialised coating helps keep coloured stainless
steel elevator materials looking new by preventing
staining and making fingerprints less visible.

FUNCTIONAL, DURABLE
MATERIALS

IMPACTFUL
LIGHTING

HEALTH AND WELL-BEING
SOLUTIONS

INSPIRING INFOTAINMENT
SOLUTIONS

Design a car interior that’s easier than ever
to clean, maintain, and keep looking its best
with our new range of innovative materials,
including finishes with anti-fingerprint
properties.

Create just the right ambience with impactful
lighting. Our new range includes diffused,
direct, and indirect lighting that can be
combined to stunning effect.

KONE’s people flow expertise, together with a
range of health and well-being solutions, help
to increase safety and contribute to a healthier
building environment.

From crisp, clear, easily updatable in-car
infotainment screens to fully customisable
media content, KONE DX Class elevators
offer a host of different ways to inform,
entertain, and inspire passengers.

DESIGNED TO SUIT ANY PROJECT
People are the lifeblood of buildings, so our design philosophy is based on a human insight-driven
approach that takes the whole elevator journey into account to make sure it connects on every
level – from the visual to the emotional, and everything in between.

NATURAL WELLNESS
Create a calm, relaxing space

CREATIVE LIFE
Energise and inspire

MODERN HERITAGE
Craft a timeless classic
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BUILD SMARTER
Our next-generation planning tools help you save time, make
the right decisions first time, and plan your elevator down to
the very last detail.

KONE ELEVATOR PLANNER
Get all the technical data you
need in one easy-to-use tool,
including downloadable CAD
and BIM models, as well as
detailed elevator specifications.

KONE CAR DESIGNER

PLAN FOR SUCCESS
WITH KONE AS YOUR PARTNER
Build greener and make sure your project ticks all the boxes
when it comes to industry codes and standards, safe and
sustainable materials, and expert support.

Check out our themed design
directions or create your own
unique car interior by combining
materials, lighting, and
accessories, then bring your
vision to life with 3D modelling.

BUILD TO STANDARDS BUILD WITH A PARTNER BUILD GREENER
The KONE MonoSpace DX complies
with all relevant industry codes and
standards. Talk to your local KONE
sales representative about how we
can support you with issues such as
accessibility, vandal-resistance, and
fire code compliance.

You benefit from comprehensive support
throughout your building’s lifecycle,
from expert planning advice to flexible
maintenance and modernisation
solutions and services.

KONE solutions and expertise can make
all the difference when you’re aiming to
achieve higher Green Star and NABERS
ratings in your next project.

CHECK OUT OUR PLANNING TOOLS
www.kone.com.au/tools-downloads
www.kone.co.nz/tools-downloads

KONE OFFICES
AUSTRALIA
ACT

Canberra and
South West

NEW ZEALAND
Ph +61 2 6123 2600

NSW Sydney
Ph +61 2 9577 7000
Newcastle and Ph +61 2 4949 3333
North Coast
QLD Brisbane
Cairns
Gladstone
Gold Coast
Sunshine Coast
Townsville

Ph +61 7 3270 1810
Ph +61 7 3270 1810
Ph +61 7 3270 1810
Ph +61 7 3270 1810
Ph +61 7 3270 1810
Ph +61 7 3270 1810

NT

Darwin

Ph +61 8 8941 4047

WA

Perth

Ph +61 8 9270 9000

SA

Adelaide

Ph +61 8 8130 3800

TAS

Hobart

Ph +61 3 6231 2045

VIC

Melbourne

Ph +61 3 9934 8000

NTH Auckland
Wellington

Ph +64 9 361 9000
Ph +64 4 381 4330

STH

Ph +64 3 338 3900
Ph +64 3 477 5627

Christchurch
Dunedin

www.kone.co.nz

www.kone.com.au

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Contact your KONE Representative today!
KONE.com.au / KONE.co.nz
This publication is for general informational purposes only and we reserve the right at any time to alter the product design and specifications. No statement this publication contains shall be construed as a warranty
or condition, express or implied, as to any product, its fitness for any particular purpose, merchantability, quality or representation of the terms of any purchase agreement. Minor differences between printed and
actual colours may exist. KONE MonoSpace® DX, KONE EcoDisc®, KONE Care® and People Flow® are registered trademarks of KONE Corporation. Copyright © 2021 KONE Corporation.
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